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A lot of beauty makeover books and TV
shows and media we have nowadays. Most
of them focused on how to improve their
outward appearance so society will accept
them, to boost their self-confidence, or to
attract opposite sex. And there is nothing
wrong with that. Surely, women really
need tips and advice on how to improve
ourselvesby taking care of our outward
looks. Try to consider this: Inner beauty
outlasts outer beauty. And so inner beauty
is what we should also enhance. There are
a lot of people considered as a beauty icon
not only for their external beauty, but also
because of their heart for the poor, the
needy, and the desolate. I have seen it on
their charitable endeavorsand the beauty of
their hearts far outlasts any physical
beauty. This book will share us the
different tips and advice on how to
improve ones beauty. And I have no doubt
that this book is going to help you on your
journey to discover the beauty within you!
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